


SEVERAL TYPES OF FASTS ARE RECORDED IN SCRIPTURE
 � Supernatural fast
 � Normal fast
 � Partial fast

SUPERNATURAL FAST
An example of what we call the Supernatural Fast is found in Exodus 34:27-28.  
Moses fasted forty days without food or water when he received the Mosaic 
Covenant for Israel.  In the natural, we can go without food for many days, and 
without water for only a few days (see Luke 4).

NORMAL FAST
The Normal Fast is the ordinary fast referred to in Scripture.  It includes the 
drinking of water, but excludes the eating of any food.  Water is essential to life 
and must be constantly replenished in the human body.  Though there is no 
food value in water, no nutrition of any kind, the body is 80 percent water and 
maintains its temperature equilibrium with water.

The Normal Fast should not be continued for long periods of time unless you 
have a great deal of experience with fasting.  When learning to fast, one should 
begin with one day and increase the number of days in each consecutive fast 
as they become experienced.

If you plan to observe a Normal Fast for more than seven days, the 
following is suggested:
 � Your normal health is capable
 � Let someone else know you are fasting (who can spiritually stand   

 with you)
 � Realize your physical activities will have to be limited and    

 carefully considered  
 
THE PARTIAL FAST
The Partial Fast can mean a variety of things.  This fast is suggested for begin-
ners or those with health concerns.  This would also be an excellent intro-
duction for children. Generally the Partial Fast includes the drinking of juices 
which provide the body with some vitamins and minerals and also minimizes 
hunger.  Some people prefer hot tea with honey instead of juice.

Or, the Partial Fast could be the elimination of one or two meals a day, allowing 
for one meal of moderation.  This means that you don’t eat enough to make up 
for what you missed all day but you eat a small amount of food.

The Scriptural example of a Partial Fast is found in Daniel 10:3:
“ ... he ate no pleasant bread ... ”



THE MEDIA FAST
A media fast is an alternative for those whose health prevents them from 
observing a fast from food.  A  media fast can be a fast from all or some forms 
of media, such as:  video games, DVDs/movies, streaming services, YouTube, 
social media and texting.  Media as a necessary work tool is allowed. 

SOME GUIDELINES FOR FASTING
Clear, articulate reasons for the fast should be established before you 
begin.  We do not fast for selfish reasons, but that self may decrease and 
Christ increase.

Your body needs to adjust when entering a fast or ending a fast.  Minor 
weakness or dizziness is common.  If you feel extreme weakness or hunger 
at the end of the first day, it may be advisable to take a small amount 
of nourishment.  

Never end a fast with a big meal.  The longer the fast and the more total a 
fast, the more care should be exercised in breaking it.  The breaking of a fast 
of several days should be with diluted juices at first, then on to light fruit and 
gradually to heavier foods.

You cannot fast without prayer!  
 
WE CAN PRAY AND NOT FAST, BUT WE CANNOT FAST WITHOUT PRAYER.

Fasting must include bible reading, “…that man shall not live by bread 
alone; but man lives by every word that proceeds from the mouth of the Lord.” 
(Deuteronomy 8:3)

Remember your reasons for fasting.  If you are too weak to pray or read the 
Word, your fast has lost its effectiveness.
.
Fasting should be done in secret (Matthew 6:16-18), but do not be in 
bondage to the secrecy of your fast.  Rather, be indifferent as to whether 
or not others know about your fast.  However, when there is a public fast, 
we can encourage one another.

One key thing to remember when beginning to fast:  Should you eat something 
when you meant to abstain, don’t be overwhelmed with guilt.  Simply acknowl-
edge the fact and reestablish your fast.



Prayer that Fills the Hour

“What! Could you not watch with Me one hour? Watch and pray, 
lest you enter into temptation. The spirit indeed is willing, 
but the flesh is weak.”  Matthew 26:40-41

An hour of prayer can be broken into twelve five-minute segments that 
begin and end with praise.  

1 Praise (Psalm 63:3)

2 Waiting (Psalm 46:10)

3 Confession (Psalm 139:23)

4 Scripture praying (Jeremiah  23:29)

5 Watching (Colossians 4:2)

6 Intercession (1 Timothy 2:1,2)

7 Petition (Matthew 7:7)

8 Thanksgiving (1 Thessalonians 5:18)

9 Singing (Psalm 100:2)

10 Meditation (Joshua 1:8)

11 Listening (Ecclesiastes  5:2)

12 Praise (Psalm 52:9)

WHY ARE WE PRAYING AND FASTING?

Spiritual Breakthrough!
Isaiah 58:6 No, this is the kind of fasting I want: Free those who are wrongly 
imprisoned; lighten the burden of those who work for you. Let the oppressed go 
free and remove the chains that bind people.

 Spiritual Breakout!
Isaiah 61:1-5 To bring good news to the poor; he has sent me to bind up the 
brokenhearted, to proclaim liberty to the captives and the opening of the prison 
to those who are bound; to proclaim the year of the Lord’s favor…the garment of 
praise instead of a faint spirit; that they may be called oaks of righteousness, the 
planting of the Lord, that he may be glorified. They shall build up the ancient ru-
ins; they shall raise up the former devastations; they shall repair the ruined cities.

LOVING GOD.  LOVING PEOPLE.  TOGETHER


